
 
 

 

 

Children’s Savings Accounts: A Primer 

 
Definition: Children’s Savings Accounts (CSAs) most often refers to a savings account opened for a very young child—at birth 

or by kindergarten age—into which a third party, such as a city, a nonprofit, a foundation, a parent, or others can deposit funds 

that are to be disbursed for postsecondary education expenses. The child is the named beneficiary on the account. Some CSAs 

target older children and youth. Some CSA programs use a College 529 account opened by the third party custodian and held 

for the child, with or without a parallel account opened by the parent on behalf of the child. Other CSAs are held in traditional 

financial institutions with a public or nonprofit custodian of the account. Either a 529 or a private account may be an omnibus 

account owned by the third party with subaccounts for each child or, less often, there may be a separate custodial account for 

each child. 

 
Often the third party deposits “seed” funds to start the account and may provide “match” to subsequent deposits from other 

sources over time. Match ratios vary, and sometimes there are incentives for non monetary achievements, such as school 

attendance, academic performance, college visits, or parental activities that promote family economic success. 

 
Access to Balances: Control of the account and access to any seed funds, match, incentives, or deposits by the third party, 

parent or even the child also varies by project design. In most cases, accounts are controlled by the custodian: parents may 

withdraw their deposits, though they are discouraged from doing so; seed, match or incentive dollars from third parties and 

related interest if applicable, usually are disbursed only for the stated purpose of the CSA and disbursed directly to an 

accredited postsecondary institution, including vocational schools. Donor agreements may detail use of their funds in the 

event a child is unable to use the custodial funds for education (or other stated goal). 

 
CSA Goals:  CSAs usually have two general goals: 

1. To build significant savings for the child over a long period, thus creating expectations for postsecondary 

education; and 

2. To encourage the family—and when ageappropriate, the childto develop savings habits. 

 
The majority of CSAs have an explicit longterm goal of increasing postsecondary enrollment and graduation, though some 

allow other uses. This goal derives from research on how having assets or savings affects attitudes and behaviors of parents, 

children and youth and recognizes the importance of the context: a CSA allows the parent (or others) to act on the expectation 

that a child will attend college. 

 

Parental Engagement: The focus of CSA design is often on creating the accounts and initial deposits, but projects have realized 

the importance of parental or caregiver involvement for continuity and frequency of deposits over time. Further, longterm 

success requires that the parent and the child share a belief that college is not only possible, but a given, and develop 

futureoriented skills that promote academic and economic success more broadly. Research on child development underscores 

the critical importance of how parents interact with their children and what behaviors they model. CSA projects are giving more 

attention to helping parents deliver savings messages and develop their own financial skills and sense of efficacy. CSA projects 

that take a twogeneration approach, such as Prosperity Works or Oakland Promise, build on these premises by deliberately 

including parents in design and implementation and taking advantage of contexts that bring together parent and child, such as 

Head Start centers, home visiting, or family services that link education, childcare, and employment provided via 

communitybased organizations. Schoolbased projects can collaborate with these and other partners to integrate children’s 

and parents’ financial development. 



 

 

Impact: Money or Mind? CSA projects have not been in place long enough to follow a cohort of very young children from 

account opening through college enrollment and graduation. Researchers have proposed short and mediumterm measures 

that are beginning to be incorporated into project design. There is, however, evidence on the effects of savings and assets on 

both parents and older children. The financial element, in the form of matches and incentives deposited, is important to build 

balances to increase enrollment and completion and reduce debt. However, the effects on the child’s selfidentity as one who 

will go to college and graduate and reinforcement of that identity by parents and others around him are equally if not more 

important and precede actual enrollment. Research has analyzed expectations and attitudes that translate into positive 

behaviors. Much of this research reflects the critical role of parental engagement, especially for very young children. 

 To date, the only random controlled trial of CSAs initiated for children at birth, the Oklahoma SEED project, has shown, 

for example: 

o Over the first four years of the experiment, mothers of children with accounts were more likely to maintain or raise 

their educational expectations for their children. 

o Having an account had positive effects on social–emotional development for the children, and the effects appear 

to be greater for disadvantaged groups, such as lowincome children and children with less educated mothers. 

 Other research on early child development has established the importance of socialemotional development for 

school success. 

 Studies show that youths learn values, attitudes, and behaviors by observing and modeling their parents and that parental 

encouragement is associated with children saving in the past year, having a preference for saving over spending 

 Three studies of youth savings programs find that incentives (e.g., initial deposits and savings matches) help 

individuals accumulate savings, and that restrictions on the use of funds help participants focus on particular 

savings goals and discourage early withdrawals. 

 In another study, adolescents who had savings and planned to graduate from college were 3 times more likely to enroll 

than adolescents who did not have savings. 
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